BAI / MAI FAQs

1) *When will the Engineering project ideas be sent out?*
   Late April or early May

2) *What is the deadline for deciding on project idea?*
   One month later

3) *Can you defer the MAI?*
   Yes, but make sure you don’t graduate with the BAI or else it won’t be possible.

4) *Can you repeat the fourth-year project over the summer?*
   Yes, now with TEP you can although don’t expect the same level of supervision.

5) *What is the deadline for changing your mind about doing the MAI?*
   As soon as possible before you finish your exams so that your results are correctly published. Please email Patricia Hughes in the School Office if you are changing your mind: pahughes@tcd.ie

6) *How does Graduation work for MAI students?*
   You will graduate with your BAI and your MAI on the same day. BAI students graduate the year before.

7) *Can you get into the MAI after fourth-year Supplementals?*
   To be confirmed